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WY worked with Stampatech to 
enhance Stephen Hamilton's "Who's 
Hungry?" Magazine with 10 pages of 
added links, recipes and more.
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We know you’ve missed us, and 
as we’ve morphed into a new 
company, our capabilities have 
become greater than ever before. 
Plus, we are introducing “WY 
Wavelength”, continuing our 
point-of-view on the world of print 
and other topics of interest. 
Always informative, never boring 
(we hope!). Your comments are 
welcome, too!

So What is it about Augmented Reality?
We’re hearing more and more buzz about Augmented Reality and print – for magazines, 
catalogs, books, packaging, signage – and all of its potential for the future. Recent acquisitions 
among some major players in the arena have put even more focus on the technology.

According to a recent article in Bdaily Business News, marketers may think that QR code tech 
is still not acceptable, but that may not be true for AR and its growing popularity.

And What Does it Mean for Print?
The fundamental purpose of AR technology is to create a seamless relationship between the 
physical and digital worlds, and facilitate multichannel experiences. Printed advertising is as 
physical as it gets, but gets overlooked as marketers veer more and more towards digital 
assets only.

Print Infinity (Part 1)

We’re back!! 

But, as everyone jumped into content marketing 
and social media in an ever-more crowded online 
arena, smart advertisers are again recognizing 
the benefits of physical print materials – product 
brochures, magazines, billboards, direct mail.

Since digital can be overdone, and printed 
materials still resonate with customers, what 
would be better than to bring them together in 
interesting ways? That is what augmented reality 
applications are designed to do - create the 
perfect bridge between the print and digital 
worlds. The keys are execution and content.

So What Kind of Content?
IKEA has been leading the charge with its 
AR-enhanced yearly catalogs, and innovative 
brands like Nike and Jose Cuervo have come 
out with very exciting AR campaigns over the 
past year, leading to growing attention from 
agencies and marketers.

There has also been a lot of promotion for slick 
3-D animations and special effects via AR. But 
think more about adding expanded material to 
textbooks, technical information to catalogs, 
how-to videos for recipes, storefronts to maga-
zines and catalogs...the possibilities are limited 
only by your imagination. It’s Print Infinity!

WY has partnered with one of the leading companies in the AR world, Stampatech (powered 
by Linkz), and we’ve recently completed two terrific magazine projects with 10+ pages of 
AR-enhancement. If you’d like to see working examples of what can be done in this growing 
tech area, give us a call. We love to share our ideas. Meanwhile, take a look at what IAPHC-the 
Graphic Professionals Resource Network- is saying on Facebook about our AR efforts at:

Kevin P. Keane mentioned you in a post in IAPHC, The Graphic Professionals Resource Network
 

IKEA has been at the forefront of AR 
use. For its 2014 catalog, you could 
virtually place furniture in a room to 
see how well it would fit.

Paper Maps vs GPS? 
I stumbled upon a recent article asking 
that question. It seems that a relative 
of the author (Korky Vann via The 
Courant) needed driving directions. 
He was quite astonished when several 
people pulled out their cell phones to 
check travel apps and also offered to 
loan him a GPS. “Doesn’t anyone 
have a paper map?” was his query.

Back in the day, everyone’s glove box 
was filled with paper maps from 
places traveled and places yet to be 
visited. (Mine still are!)
And while smartphones and GPS 
systems have replaced the paper 
maps for many, travel experts main-
tain that there are still a lot of folks 
who prefer paper vs electronic maps.

In fact, Rand McNally introduced 
“The Open Road: Rand McNally and 
the Story of the Great American Road 
Trip” this past June. The gift set, which 
includes a 32-page book on road-side 
Americana and the history of the road 
trip, along with an up-to-date Road 
Atlas and wall map poster, has been 
consistently selling out. Many states 
still also offer free maps at their 
tourism centers.

So get out those paper maps and 
start planning your next road trip!
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